COLLABORATION WITH THE DIVISION SCOLAIRE FRANCO-MANITOBAINE (DSFM)

I

n 2018, the Centre du patrimoine made enormous progress
toward the achievement of one of its priorities: the creation of
pedagogical resources on the history of the Manitoban
francophonie. Marc Charrière, Program Coordinator at the DSFM,
specifies: “The Centre du patrimoine is a jewel that deserves to be
discovered by people of all ages—primary and secondary level
students, parents and grandparents; we can all find information that
will touch us.
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A WORD FROM THE CHAIR
OF THE ST. BONIFACE HISTORICAL SOCIETY

The DSFM had the pleasure of supporting the Centre in the
development of pedagogical tools for the schools. By using these
tools, which are linked to the curriculum in French and in Social
Studies, schools discover the wealth of documents and images
preserved by the Centre du patrimoine. Teachers are delighted to
explore archives that tie in with various domains taught in schools.”

Dear Friends of the Société historique de Saint-Boniface,

S

ince I first began to chair the SHSB Board, I have had the pleasure of witnessing the
energy of the Centre du patrimoine, in particular its staff, volunteers and researchers
who dig gems out of the Centre’s collections and who are constantly finding new ways
to make them shine.

Mr. Charrière explains that the travelling exhibition on Manitoban
architect Étienne Gaboury allows DSFM students and its community
to discover the architectural works of someone from their
community. The pedagogical guide encourages students to be
inquisitive about Gaboury’s works in the community and to discover
them. Also, it develops creativity in the visual arts that are part of
architecture.

Thanks to the support of members and of
the many guardians of our heritage, 2018
was marked by two key accomplishments,
both contributing to the Centre du
patrimoine’s advancement:

Mr. Charrière concludes: “At the DSFM, we are very grateful for the
collaboration and ongoing effort of the Centre du patrimoine to
develop tools that help our students discover their community, their
history and their heritage.”

1) In December, mobile shelving was
installed in the second floor vault, thus
increasing the Centre du patrimoine’s
storage capacity by 471 metres, almost
a half-kilometre!
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For more information on what is happening at the Centre du patrimoine
and the SHSB, check out our website at www.shsb.mb.ca, including our blog.
And don’t forget to visit us on Facebook!
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on the home page of our website or call us!
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2) 2) The creation of the SHSB Fund.
During a press conference held on
December 13, Minister Cox announced
that the SHSB was the first organization
to receive $25,000 in matching funds
from the Manitoba Heritage Trust
Fund, the maximum allocated for the
2018–2019 fiscal year.
And that’s not all! In March, the Carolyn
Sifton Foundation also gave $1,500 in
matching funds to the SHSB Fund, a

contribution which generates an additional
$750 in matching funds from the Province.
We could say that the winds are favourable,
but as Montaigne reflected: “No wind
favours he who has no destined port.”
I have no doubt that the Centre du
patrimoine’s successes are the result of the
serious and unwavering work of its staff, of
its forty or so volunteers, of its board, and
of the unfailing support of its members,
researchers and donors. Each in your own

way, you make our history come alive.
Sincere thanks for your enthusiasm and
your commitment.

Michel Lagacé

From left to right:
Gilles Lesage,
Madeleine Arbez
(Francofonds),
Rick Frost
(The Winnipeg Fondation),
Cathy Cox,
Minister of Sport,
Culture and Heritage,
Sarah Guillemard,
MLA for Fort Richmond,
Michel Lagacé.

HÉHO!

T

ENRICH THE CENTRE DU PATRIMOINE’S DATABASE

“

he launching of the book
Le Festival du Voyageur
HÉHO! : Une célébration de
culture et de patrimoine, a selection
of photos and of outstanding
moments of this great festival
established by the Manitoban
francophonie, took place on
February 7th on the occasion of the
Festival’s 50th anniversary. In his
preface, Bernard Bocquel writes:
“This book, which is a cultural act
per se, exists because Lucienne
Beaudry Loiselle took the initiative
for it and because Joanne Therrien
Lucienne Beaudry Loiselle.
of the Éditions des Plaines was set
on editing it.” In this project, the
Centre du patrimoine was the building site where the raw materials were to
be found, in particular the Festival’s archives which had mostly not been
processed. To bring this project to fruition, Lucienne and other volunteers
sorted and organized those archives, especially the photos and, as a result,
they are now accessible to other researchers. HÉHO to our campaign co-chair
for this beautiful book “worthy of its place at the Centre du patrimoine,” as
Mr. Bocquel points out and for the legacy of the now processed archives of
the Festival du Voyageur!

My sincere congratulations for the publication of your
book, Lucienne, Le Festival du Voyageur HÉHO! You
can take pride in this publication, because, as I know,
it is the crowning achievement of three years of work,
of reflection and of diligent research. For me, it’s
important that your book be disseminated and known
by the greatest number of people possible, and on the
other hand, that your magnificent work be well
recognized. Bravo.”
-Roland Mahé

“
Photos and texts recall the golden moments of the
Festival and make us discover the behind-the-scenes
political and economic wheels: Lucienne Loiselle’s
synthesis is impressive, given the number of activities
at each Festival, multiplied by 50!”

T

hanks to the Centre du patrimoine’s recent subscription to Disqus, you can now flesh out its database. This interactive tool
allows you to correct information on a photograph or another document or to add relevant information (name, date, location,
etc.). You can also share anecdotes as long as they help us better define or understand the circumstances in which the document
was created.
Your comments are reviewed and then published in keeping with the Centre du patrimoine’s Disqus policy.
Lyle Brennen, who recently published Julie Lagimodière Riel and the
Little Boy in Manitoba History (No. 88, Winter 2018), is a perfect
example of a researcher who shares his findings with the Centre du
patrimoine—it is hoped Disqus will make it even easier for him to
do so. Over the past decade or more, he has taken on rather intensive
research projects, starting with personal family histories and then
branching out to studies of the Nault family, of Gabriel Dumont and
his wife Madeleine Wilkie, and of the Red River photographer Ryder
Larsen. He explains that Larsen had photographed a virtual who’s
who of early Red River families, including the Dumont’s and Riel’s,
and today his works reside in libraries, museums, and archives across
Canada. Mr. Brennen found that for many of these photographs, the
date, the creator, and even the subject were unknown. By becoming
adept at recognizing Larsen works, he has often been able to provide
most of the missing information.

Lyle shares: “The SHSB has been an invaluable resource for my
research over many years. As I live in suburban Baltimore, Maryland,
I rely exclusively on its extensive website. SHSB recognizes the
importance of making its collection widely and readily available, as
there is no point in having a wonderful collection that is accessible
only to the very limited number of people who live near its facility.
Just recently, I was trying to establish that a set of Ryder Larsen
photographs of Julie Lagimodière Riel and seven of her children were
all taken at his studio on the same day. SHSB has published on its
website many of the letters exchanged between the Riel family
members. I read through many of these letters hoping to find mention
of the photo session, in this case to no avail, but I did not get through
all the letters. The point I want to make is that a letter from Sara Riel
to her sister Eulalie Riel may seem obscure and unimportant, but that
letter could have contained exactly what I was looking for. Kudos to
SHSB for the valuable work that it does!”

-Hubert Pantel,
Festival’s photographer from 1976 to 2001

The new Disqus function is made available thanks to the Centre du patrimoine Fund held by Francofonds, and to grants from Library and Archives
Canada, Documentary Heritage Communities Program, and the Government of Manitoba, Heritage Programs.

COMMUNITY RADIO ENVOL 91 FM SINCE ITS BEGINNINGS

I

n July 2001, Evelyne Lachapelle launched her first CKXL
show, Musique en héritage. Soon, she was exploring jazz and
sharing her discoveries in a second show, and then a third
show took form. En coulisse/La chapelle des artistes offered an ideal
opportunity for studio interviews with visual artists, actors and
people who helped produce shows such as Aline Campagne (Cercle
Molière) and Nicole Coulson (CCFM Gallery). Evelyne continues
to lend her voice to Envol by replacing Charles Leblanc during the
summer for the animation of C’était beau, c’était intéressant, j’ai
vraiment aimé ça.
A conversation with Evelyne makes one marvel at her lively
curiosity, her desire to learn and her generous contributions

toward many francophone organizations, including the Maison
Gabrielle-Roy.
In October 2016, Evelyne started her research in Envol’s archives
at the Centre du patrimoine with the intention of recounting its
history since its beginnings in 1982, when the establishment of a
community radio was still a dream caressed by the Conseil
jeunesse provincial. Her account includes the start of broadcasting
on CKXL in 1991 and relates its history up to and including 2018.
In taking on this project, Ms. Lachapelle wanted to highlight the
remarkable volunteer contributions that led to the establishment
and to the rise of Envol, despite limited resources.

“
I would like to express my full gratitude for the excellent volunteer initiative taken on by Evelyne Lachapelle to minutely
retrace Envol 91 FM’s history, so that it can serve as a benchmark for future generations.”
-Yaya Doumbia

Some of the many sources that helped her retrace
Envol’s history include La Liberté inserts marking
Envol’s 15th and 25th anniversaries, Denise Lécuyer’s
personal archives, interviews with some of the radio’s
heroes, such as Émile Hacault, Maria Chaput and Annie
Bédard, as well as annual activity reports. After three
years of researching, writing and editing, by among
others, Nancy Dorion, a friend and former colleague of
Evelyne, and Yaya Doumbia, Envol’s present-day
Executive Director, the manuscript is ready. All that’s
required now is to find the financial resources for
publication!
Through this publication, when it appears, we will be
able to learn about the enormous contributions that led
to the birth of the Manitoban francophonie’s
community radio. Further, it will enrich the Centre du
patrimoine’s archives collections. For her part, Ms.
Lachapelle has promised herself to volunteer at the
Centre du patrimoine to properly organize Envol’s
archives…

Evelyne Lachapelle and Yaya Doumbia, Executive Director of Envol 91 FM.
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